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Snowmass2021 – Letter of Interest

Real-time adaptive deep-learning with embedded
systems for discovery science

Instrumentation Frontier – Thematic Areas:
� (IF1) Quantum Sensors
� (IF2) Photon Detectors
� (IF3) Solid State Detectors and Tracking
� (IF4) Trigger and DAQ
� (IF5) Micro Pattern Gas Detectors (MPGDs)
� (IF6) Calorimetry
� (IF7) Electronics/ASICs
� (IF8) Noble Elements
� (IF9) Cross Cutting and Systems Integration

Computational Frontier – Thematic Areas:
� (CompF1) Experimental Algorithm Parallelization
� (CompF2) Theoretical Calculations and Simulation
� (CompF3) Machine Learning
� (CompF4) Storage and processing resource access
� (CompF5) End user analysis
� (CompF6) Quantum computing
� (CompF7) Reinterpretation and long-term preservation of data and code
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Abstract:
Real-time machine learning holds significant promise for data-intensive science to filter and analyze extreme data

rates and bandwidths to enable discoveries. This Letter of Interest aims to highlight the need for a comprehensive
research program into the many avenues of development of deep-learning algorithm inference for real-time data
processing and filtering using both multi-processor system-on-chip technology (MPSoC) and reprogrammable
integrated circuits (FPGA) for physics. In particular, we would like to emphasize the potential importance of
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heterogeneous on-chip devices such as MPSoC devices, as well as the new generations of devices that specifically
target architectures that are optimized for “artificial intelligence” inference tasks. These platforms offer the possibility
of powerful physics performance under extreme low latency and high bandwidth constraints, while also providing a
wide array of functionality and interfaces, along with high-level software stacks that are able to be implemented and
used by physicists. We hope that these ideas can be incorporated into either a dedicatedWhite Paper on real-time
processing architectures for physics, or a joint report for Snowmass summarizing the potential new directions trigger
and data acquisition systems for future physics facilities.

Letter of Interest:

Data-intensive science is increasingly reliant on real-time processing capabilities and machine learning (ML)
workflows in order to filter and analyze extreme volumes of data and perform feature extraction and pattern recognition
at numerous time scales and levels of complexity. This is especially true at the energy and intensity frontiers of
particle physics where bandwidths of raw data can exceed 100 Tb/s of heterogeneous, high-dimensional event
records. Individual online filtering algorithms targeted at discovery science often operate at the level of selecting or
filtering 1 part in 105, and offline algorithms must then search efficiently through the petabytes of data collected;
the exabyte scale is quickly becoming a practical reality. While particle physics is our domain focus, we believe
real-time machine learning has significant potential across numerous high-throughput scientific domains. Inference
for “on-detector” processing with mixed architecture chips is extremely powerful and broadly applicable for any
high-speed processing tasks across the intensity, cosmic, energy frontier physics and beyond, even including the
basic energy sciences, nuclear physics, and more.

This Letter of Interest seeks to communicate the need for a comprehensive research program of the many
avenues of development of deep-learning algorithm inference for real-time data processing and filtering using both
multi-processor system-on-chip technology (MPSoC) [1] and reprogrammable integrated circuits (FPGA) [2, 3] for
high energy particle physics, as well as novel ML-focused architectures [4, 5]. Such a program needs to balance the
instrumentation challenges, the computational hurdles, and the physics goals of these systems. A trigger-less data
acquisition (DAQ) system for use in a detector system at a future 4+4− collider [6] may benefit from significantly
different architectures or implementations for real-time pattern recognition compared to multi-tiered trigger system
for rejecting event pile-up and “background” events typical of a detector at a hadron-hadron collider [7, 8]. A muon
collider, which could have potentially large “beam-induced” backgrounds which arrive out of time and with different
angles than particles from a hard-scatter collision, would have again a different set of considerations optimized at
removing very different kinds of background. However, all three systems may yet benefit from the same ability to
deploy deep convolutional neural networks for low-level feature identification even if they have significantly different
latency requirements – and thus constraints on their levels of sophistication – for higher-level event reconstruction
and classification. In a different application of SoCs, PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) control loops are
prevalent in real-time, low-latency controls of accelerator operations for tasks like magnet power supply modulation
for ramping and focusing; for example, Arria10 SoCs are deployed for such tasks in the Fermilab accelerator complex.
Dynamic, continuous learning AI algorithms have the potential to improve and automatize future accelerator control
systems [9–23]. We feel that a dedicated effort to survey the status and future of these approaches will be extremely
important for understanding the range of instrumentation possibilities for trigger, DAQ, and control systems at future
physics facilities.

Recent advances in both the algorithm architectures that enable high-performance machine learning as well
as the hardware architectures that can perform these tasks provide a unique opportunity at the intersection of
particle physics, computer science (CS), and electronics engineering [24–27]. By embracing this nexus of scientific
sub-domains it is conceivable to develop systems that can process input data from the detectors at the particle
colliders more efficiently and with greater accuracy than current approaches. Even more specifically, the authors
would like to advocate for the development and deployment of machine learning algorithms for processing high-rate
signals using high-performance FPGA/MPSoC architectures including real-time adaptation and dynamic model
implementation. Scientific and engineering investment is needed to understand the potential applications of the
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numerous available hardware and software architectures and systems engineering choices to the physics challenges
that lie ahead. For example, flexible hardware structures that implement machine learning accelerators may be
coupled with flexible software structures and yet still satisfy hard-real time computation requirements.

In addition to algorithm architectures and hardware systems, the software stacks and workflows that are necessary
to develop and deploy algorithms to embedded hardware systems is equally as important. Industry leaders such as
Intel and Xilinx provide software development platforms for their proprietary hardware systems. Moreover, physicists
and engineers have developed the HLS4ML [24] suite of tools for ease of deploying ML models to these devices.

Prototype trigger and processing systems using both FPGAs and MPSoC are currently being developed by
multiple groups around the US and the world for use in Runs 3 and 4 of the LHC. These systems – along with
the workflows required to develop, implement, deploy, commission, validate, and use deep learning algorithms for
physics results – should be carefully evaluated and assessed for much more widespread usage at future facilities that
might rely on such approaches for the fundamental framework of their trigger and DAQ systems.

An eventual White Paper for Snowmass 2021 should aim to review the current status of the development of
real-time embedded systems for use in Trigger and DAQ architectures, as well as to establish a set of key milestones
and demonstrator systems for future physics facilities. Specific consideration should be given to the likely prevalence
of highly heterogeneous compute systems: Systems with a mixture of both data-center-like and cloud-like resources;
specialized architectures like GPUs; real-time embedded systems like FPGAs; on-chip heterogeneous systems like
MPSoC, Xilinx Versal, and Intel Agilex devices.

In summary, discoveries in particle physics may hinge on the ability to parse exponentially larger datasets using
commensurately improved algorithms and at low latencies. Real-time machine-learning inference may have an
significant impact on the discovery potential of the LHC experiments. Clear directions towards this future are already
obvious, however the space of possibilities is enormous and the technical hurdles are significant. Given the growing
importance of edge computing and algorithm codesign in the broader machine learning community, this effort is
timely and should connect to broader instrumentation opportunities within HEP and beyond.
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